
 

Eco2 Operating Principles  
We are building Ecosquared to improve the state of the world by giving individuals the power to share their                   
values. The following Principles guide the rights and responsibilities of those within the Ecosquared              
community, constrained only by limitations of law, technology and evolving cultural norms. 
 
1. Accounts 
One person one account. 
 
2. Information 
Data is yours. We are committed to evolving a fully distributed architecture. You will own your data on your                   
node, backed up by trusted nodes. We will never sell your data because it is not ours. 
 
3. Values 
Ecosquared is value neutral. The social outcome of the tool’s usage depends on the intentions and values of                  
the users. We see the tracking of gratitude as primary mathematical mechanism for an accurate reflection of                 
our values and fair distribution of resources. 
 
4. Money 
There is no money in Ecosquared. Instead, we use Credits which have direction as well as location: we know                   
who has them and to whom they are directed. Initially, Credits can be used as currency which is a legacy from                     
money usage, while we expect increased adoption of Credit’s direction function for its stability. And there is no                  
such thing as negative Credit. 
 
5. Organisations 
There are no formal, bounded or legal organisations in Ecosquared. Organisations are represented as              
alignments of individuals to mutual objectives. Organisations do not have accounts and can not hold Credits. 
 
6. Copyright 
Misrepresentation of origination brings the heaviest sanction -- redistribution of Credits and ejection from              
Ecosquared. Deceitful or dishonest behaviour is self-monitored by community members. 
 
7. Fellowship 
Relationships are made between people in the real world, not mitigated through representational formats,              
electronic or otherwise. Connection between people is consensual. 
 
8. Self-Evidence 
Ecological Economics may reflect our social values, if each user monitors their personal value and Credit                
allocation. 
 
9. Founders 
We at Ecosquared have faith in the human condition, that if we are free to share what we value with those we                      
value, and with respect for personal differences and mutual resources; we at Ecosquared believe we can                
create a transparent consensus of numbers, information and resources manifesting a common welfare that              
matches our geoglobal unity. 
 

 


